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ABSTRACT

Recent theoretical work on heavy quark dynamics is reviewed. In

the context of a color gauge theory of strong interactions, the structure of

heavy quark-antiquark bound states and their decay properties is discussed.

The emphasis of the talk is on the dynamical differences between heavy

and light quark bound states. It is suggested that the former will more

directly reflect the structure of the underlying field theory.
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There have been several talks at this conference devoted to

experimental work on the new high-mass narrow resonances. These

talks, along with recent published results have presented mounting

P
evidence that the newly discovered particles are J = i hadrons. In

this talk, I will assume this to be true and discuss the exciting possibility

that they fit naturally into a quark constituent model of hadrons extended

to include one or more heavy "charmed" quarks. If this is true, then

the new particles may provide us with an important new experimental

handle on the strong interactions. By this I moan that the features of the

low lying states may reflect th- properties of the underlying field theory

more directly than the other hadrons. This is due to the la**ge mass of

the new quarks and their subsequent non-rolativisttc motion when bound

together. I will first describe the colored quark gluon strong interaction

model and then discuss the behavior of the e e" total hadronic cross

section. I will ucscribe how perturbation theory is used to calculate the

decay widths of the new particles. Finally, 1 will review some of the

phenomonolojjical spectroscopic work and discuss its possible connection

to the uiKfai'tvinR (V-ld theory via the* Bcthe-Snlpoter equation.

THUS MODEL

I Mill .-itisuniu that the strong interactions are described by a local.



renormalization quantum field theory of quarks and vector gluons:

+ is a set of quark fields coming in different flavors, u,d, and s along

with one or more heavy quarks. Each flavor comes In three colors of

the readers choice and color is taken to be an exact SU(3) gauge symmetry.

Thus each quark color imilttplet has a single mass and the colored vector

mesons remain massless. F*v Is the gauge covariant curl and D̂  is

the covariant derivative:

where ^ U one of the color triplet*. The symmetries of the theory (the

breaking of U(N) x U(N) where N is the number of flavors) are just the

symmetries of the bare mass matrix mQ . Bach flavor has Its own

electrical charge and the colored gluons are electrically neutral.

For N < 16J , this model is asymptotically free. This means

that the short distance behavior of the theory is calculable in terms of

an effective coupling constant i(M).b As M » . , fE(M>~ 1/log M and

if Bjorken soiling is to be explained by thts kind of theory, then for
-2.,. . .

M > 1 or 2 G«V, o(M)= " ." « • • The asymptotic freedom of the

theory is crucial and underlies most of the dynamical considerations in

my talk. Onu of the central tenets of the colored quark dogma is that the

physical ttarirotl states should all be color singlets. The absolute

confinement of the colored quarks and gluons with an unbroken color

gauge invarianct! is an attractive and widely discussed possibility and

it could well be a consequence of the infrared instability of the

asymptotically free gauge theory. Some quantitative support for this

idea has come from the lattice gauge work of Wilson and Kogut and
9

Susskind but the way It cornea about, if at all. in a continuum theory is

far from clear.

My main concern will be with the strong interaction dynamic* of

the heavy quarks and my remarks should apply equally well to any model.

Some of the discussion will assume the existence of a single heavy quark

(c) and is appropriate for the original SU(4) model of Glaihow,

HUopoulos and Maiani. It can easily be modified to apply to more

elaborate charmed quark models. There are many ongoing experiments

which bear directly on this question of the correct model.

It ii vary important to discuss the mass renormalizaaon of this

model and particular to state precisely what is meant by the new quark*

being heavier than the u.d and s quarks. If the quarks are permanently

confined, this becomes a question requiring some thought. Heaviness

is straightforward to define in terms ot the bare masaes in the* large

cutoff limit or <>qmv;iluntly in terms of renormalizud musffes defined ul

some mass ac.iU- M> 1 or 2 GeV. This might bu called short diistanci-

heuvme>:-. i:m*h of the bans masses m . , i = u .d .s , , . . is logarithmically

diverqt'iii m perturbation theory. Sincu the* origin is an ultraviolet su •



fixed point, the factors of (log A)u can be summed to produce the parameter ra is in principle experimentally accessible.

calculable from one loop diagrams, and independent of flavor. Thus

m ,(A) ** 0 as A-*mt t and the ratios m .(A)/m .(A) are finite. The

statement that a new quark labeled by c ie heavy in the short distance

sense is just the statement that for i = u.d.s,

m oc ( A )

A — moi ( A )

This property can be equivalently atated in terms of renormallzed masses
. 14

An additional prescription must be introduced having to da with

the overall mass scale to arrive at a definition of heaviness that is useful

for the calculations X will describe. A renormalized mass, matrix m. is

obtained by a reseating of the bare mass matrix, m^ «= Z m^ . Then the

m. have exactly the same ratios as the m .(A) in the A -* » limit. It

is convenient to adjust Z so that for the heavy quark c (assuming there

is only one), m is the threshold nf a cut to any finite order of

perturbation theory. This imitates quantum electrodynamics but unlike

that theory, the threshold behavior to all orders is unknown due to

infrared instability. The additional heaviness assumption is then m >

perturbattvc calculations I will describe and in fact means that the

The new resonances were simultaneously discovered in a hadron

Induced reaction and in e e annihilation. A discussion of the

annihilation process is easier theoretically and serves as an introduction

to the other parts of my talk. It is intended only as a brief summary of

the corresponding discussion in Ref. 2,

The object of most direct theoretical concern is the total cross

section which la conveniently normalized by the total |i p cross

soctiom

(3)

I will summarize the expected behavior of RtE
CM) assuming there is

only one heavy quark with mass m as defined above.

1. The most direct and reliable use of asymptotic freedom ts the

calculation of Euclidean Green's functions. The hadronic vacuum

poliarizatioiill(q ) is such an object and for -q > 1 or 2 GeV , it can

bu calculated in perturbation theory. This loads, through a dispersion

relation, to a hound on the integrated total crosa section. in addition

to this. Herjly has been able to place some further weak but rigorous

bounds on the behavior of the total cross section, Thusc follow from



analytic ity and the space like behavior given by asymptotic freedom.

2, Some justification can be given to the use of perturbation theory for

the direct calculation of R(E,».) *t high energies. First suppose there

is no c quark. For E C M > 1 or 2 GeV (well above m ,̂ rarf and ms).

perturbation theory converges in low orders since ag(lA) is small for

M > 1 or 2 GeV . The absence of Urge logarithms which could destroy

convergence is guaranteed by the mass singularity theorem of Kinoshlta

which says that the limit m^. md, m8~» 0 exists for any diagram

contributing to R(E_M) . The problem with thia argument is that at any

finite value of E
C M » one ie always passing through multiple quark

thresholds. ID perturbation theory, these will appear in high orders and

then the existence of the m . -* 0 limit is not relevant. New smallu,dt8

momenta (the distance to nearby thresholds) can enter the problem and

the expansion may break down. In Ref. 2, some arguments arc given

that these high order effects average out to a small contribution to

R(E_M). If this is true, then one arrives at the quark-parton prediction

R<E£M> = 2 « i 2 < « +0(a8)} (4)

with ^ Q = 2 , It can be shown rigorously20 that this result holds for
i l

R averaged oi'er intervals on the order of 1 GeV. It remains a challenge

to completely deal with the multiple thresholds and understand why

experiment (which averages over — 1 MeV intervals) is given rather

well by (4) below 3 GeV.

3. With the light quarks assumed to produce a constant background, the

effect of the heai-y c quark can be analyzed in perturbation theory. Since
ECM > 1 o r z G e V - t h e perturbation expansion will only break down in

low orders if some other small dimensional parameter enters the

computation. Near the two heavy quark threshold, this is provided by

the difference E C M • 2 m c or equivalent^ the average momentum

transfer in the cc bound state. Thus outside of • region of about 2 GeV

In width centered on 2 m , perturbation theory should be reliable.

On the low side, the heavy quark will not contribute and the light

quark parton model should be reliable. On the high side, perturbation

theory can be used to predict the approach to asymptotic scaling

(R - 10/3 in the SU(4) model). This is discussed at length in Ref. 2 and

I will just remind you that the rate of approach (from above) depends on

the parameter m in a calculable way. Thus a measurement of the

approach is a measurement of m , a mass parameter of a possibly

confined heavy quark.

It is by now very unlikely that the single heavy quark of the SU{4)

model can explain the total cross section behavior since R seems to be

staying above five through E__, - 7 GeV. Nevertheless, the ideas

discussed lu-rv should still be relevant once the correct flavor and/or

heavy lepton theory is determined and the cross secLion measured

through tC M = 9 GeV .



4. For the transitional region the perturbation expansion breaks down in

two ways. First of all, the exchange of massless gluons leads, in the

absence of Yang-Mills radiative connections, to Coulombic singularities

just as in QED. These factors of 1 / ( E C H J * 4 m
c j produce a Balmer

series of resonances accumulating at threshold. The widths can be

calculated since the dominant decay mode is into three gluona. That

this picture cannot be correct and that the Yang-Mills structure must be

important, can be seen by estimating the radius of the Coulombic bound

states

n 4/ 3» rn (5)

ground state is probably too large (with typical momentum transfers

s 200 MeV) to believe the Coulombic picture. This is also shown by the

phenomenological work on cc spectroscopy which I will briefly discuss.

The importance of the Yang-Mills correction! id signaled by the

preennce of large logarithms log (<k>/M) where <k> is the typical

momentum transfer. Thia is the second kind of perturbation theory

breakdown and moanu that the properties of the bound states are not

Coulombic, thorn is now good evtdenco thnt thoy arc non-rolativiMUc,

weakly hound systems. This picture has emerged from th©

phonomenoiojrfcal work of several groups; nnd I will return to it in the;

last part of my talk. First of all, I will discuss how this fact allows

one to calculate the ratios of decay widths even though perturbation theory

for the binding has br ^n down.

DECAY WIDTHS IN PERTURBATION THEORY

The binding strength is conveniently measured against th*> mass

parameter m , as defined above. If the typical momentum transfers

are small relative to m or equivalents if the bound state mass M_c a

seems to be the case for the ty and +* , meaning that th y are essenttall;

two heavy-quark systems (no additional cc pairs). The single cc pair

can be thought of as moving in a static potential produced by the gluons

and light quarks.

Consider first the electromagnetic decays of the ^ and its

predicted pgeudoscolar partner, the r) . In the case of the 17 decay,

this involves a transition from a cc state to a two photon state. It can

be pictured as follows:

Tiw U iimi'liunta ly defined to be two pui'ticlo irreducible in thti decay

channel ami uvorythuiu else ts grouped into the A amplitude. Suppose

t try to ivikutulit hoth or them an u pi'rturlmlfon ^xpaiiKiou in o (M) . The

A amplitude contains both Coulombic ,-md Vaug-MillH sing'ilaritii'P near

thtVHlinld and the porturbalion expansion collapses. To zeroth order in



the binding, the cc pair must come together to annihilate and the expression

for the decay width is

The wave function depends on the A amplitude and cannot be calculated

in perturbation theory.

The matrix element M is calculated from the B amplitude at

threshold. We have analyzed this amplitude through several orders in

a in a model without Ufiht quarks.2 1 We find that because of its cc

irreducible structure, there are no singularities that would cause a

breakdown of perturbation theory. Note that this crucially depends on

m being large; the only small dimensional parameters are p - m

and M - 2m and the B amplitude is insensitive to this. Thus B is
c

dominated by the Born graphs and

where Q o is the charge of the c quark. The value of the analysis

leading to Eq. 6 is that the same wave function factor +(0) enters

several decay widths. Thus if tho B amplitudes can be calculated,

ratios of due ay widths can be predicted. For example, \i p decay of

the 6 is given by *

The next, and most interesting, step is to extend this analysis to

the hadronic decays nf Ihi- <i> and n . In terms of quarks and jfluons,

this involves a transition from the cc state to states not containing

heavy quarks.

no

The B amplitude is again defined to be two partlclt irreducible in any

order. It contains any number of light quark* and gluons in the final

state depending on the order of perturbation theory.

To calculate the total transition probability to any order, one must

square and sum over final states

This object has been analyzed through low orders in o ^ . It is found that

because of cc irrcducibility and because of the Bum over all real and

virtual processes to each order in a , there are no singularities. It is

finite in the limit p . 2 - m Z , E « . , -• 2m and to the limit m , m J (1 c CM c u d

m -* 0 . Note that unlike the electromagnetic decay, B itself is not

finite in ttn-se limits; only | B| Z summed over final s t a t e s . 2 3 This is

similar to the calculation of a and as in that case, it ts related to the
19

Kinoshlta nuns singularity theorem.

The ry is thus no obviouH source for the breakdown of perturbation

theory so that the dominant term should be the Horn term. In the case



of n {+) , the Born term involves a transition to the two (three) gluon

final state. This use- of the minimal gluon state to calculate the total

hadronic width fs similar to the use of the quark-parton model lo

calculate <\QAe e -*• hadrons). In each case , the mechanism by which

the underlying quanta evolve into physical hadrons remains unclear but

the perturbation theory analysis suggests that this will not affect the

total transition rate. The decay width of the ifi i s 2

+ - hadrons) (6)

and the narrow width of the »|* follows from an a (M) of 0 .2 at M • 2 GeV.

Numerical estimates of this and other decays are included in Ref, 2.

The hadronlc width of the i^ can now be estimated. Since it

can communicate with ordinary hadrons through only two gluons, it it

predicated to be much broader than the +. We find T(n — hadrous) *

5MeV, a factor of 100 broader than the <K 1 wnnl to amphaalze that this

prediction is the crucial test of the ideas presented here. This is true

even if the ultimate explanation for the narrownetm of the new particles

is more complicated than simple perturbation theory. Evon if the

perturbation analysis is misleading and higher onion? are important,

tho lowoMt unit r contribution should still bo n component uf the whole

ator.v. A v-iry broad n would be » welcome piccu of support for tho

col**; v<l kjtidt'K jituon theory.

Weak binding is ossential. Binding corrections for n and o

decay have buen discussed in Ref. 3 and by Fritzsch and Minkowski

for a range of values of m . For light hadrons, analogous decays (for

example, 0 •+ 3:r) are much moru difficult to estimate. Since 1/m is

likely on the order of the 4 radius (* 1 fermt), the local annihilation

mechanism Jails completely. Asymptotic freedom might still be playing

a role in the smallness of this width however.2*Z4'ZS

The minimal gluon mechanism is based on the objervatlon that to

any order, there is no sensitivity in B to small dimensional parameters

(M. - 2m , m . »m , =0), Just as in q , , the presence of higheri c u, u, s gluon lot

light quark thresholds in the vicinity of M must be kept in mind. There

is another possible source* of a small dimensional parameter which comes

to mind. If many gluons are emitted, then perhaps some small fraction

of the total mass, corresponding to a multigluon division of the momentum,

enters in higher orders producing largo logarithms. The analysis of

whether this happens ie very difficult. However, if it does happen hero

thun it probably happens in the calculation of o . or evnn line licit; an

Green's functions. The entire use of asymptotic freedom mighi then bo

Ui question.



CC SPECTROSCOPV AND THE BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION

Several groups ' ' ' have examined the spectrum of cc

states. They have all chosen to re sp re sent the long range binding by a

linearly rising coordinate space potential. Two important things have

emerged from this work. First of all, there are experimental predictions

for masses and widths of additional cc states. Secondly, there is a

qualitative feature which is very likely independent of the particular form

of the potential. This is the non-relativistic, loosely bound structure

which I have exploited in the decay rate calculations. I now want to discuss

the Importance of this feature in understanding the dynamics of cc binding.

Th« potential used to analyze the cc spectrum in Bet, 27 is

a

A Schrbdinger equation is solved with the mass m for the quark. The

constant VQ represents intermediate range forces so that no attempt U

made to calculate the absolute value of the cc. mass scale in terms of

mc and a . A fit to the 4* and + ' masses and the leptonic width of the

4' fixes tin.' parameters. It is found that thv Coulomblc term a /r is not

important stiv) that a « m . The classical velocity in the bound state

is proportional to (a/mc ) ' 3 2 * 2 9 and the + ami »/ are found to be

nonrelativUtic. This is a consistency check on the use of a spin

Independent Schrbdinger equation and means that relattv'istic and spin

dependent effects can be treated perturbatively.

Many rough experimental predictions can be made before worrying

about fine structure. P-wave states are predicted to exist at about

PC •+
3, 5 GeV and the 4" and <J»* should be accompanied by J • 0 states*

Radiative transition widths between these states can be computed ' '

and confronted with experiment. For example, the transition width from

i/ lo the n partner of the 4* is predicted to be on the order of 1 KeV.

This is well below the current upper bound of about 10 KeV for photons

in the 600 MeV energy region. Transitions from the4/ to the P-wave

states should occur with widths up to about 100 KeV if these states do

indeed sit at about 3. 5 GeV. The current upper bound on the width for

photons of these energies has been quoted at around 20 KeV. This may

be a problem and it Is very important to test the sensitivity of the preaictions

to the details of the n.odel.

If the low lying cc states are nonreUtivistic, then unlike the other

hadrons, the Bethe-Salpeter equation might be a useful formalism. The

Bethe-Salpeter kernel can be skeleton expanded in terms of dressed

propagators and vertices

It is natural to conjecture that since the systeir is nonrelstivistte, the

expansion ran hit truncated at the single dressed ladder level. This it)



suggested by QED wherv the single (undressed) ladder gives the Schrodinger

equation along with the lowest order hyper fine splitting and some other

relativistic corrections.

Let me first suppose this is true and consider the structure of the

i = 1 , . . . 4 and q « m£ . In this limit, the important graphs will be

those without c quark Internal loops. Essentially all such vertex and

self energy corrections are important because they contain logarithmic

singularities as p, — m or q •* 0 . These large logarithm* can

compensate the factors of a . In this mass shell limit, the vertex has
• P + P '

a convectlve piece proportional to ""jm <md " "P*" dependent piece

proportional to a q /m . With external propagator corrections

included, each piece comes with a form factor singular in the limit
2 2 2

p, -* m and q •* 0 .

The first piece produces the long range spin independent potential.

The spin dependent form factor has a structure similar to the spin

independent one in perturbation theory although the structuro to all orders

is not clear. As *n extreme example, suppose that the only important

plcco of the vcrtux in proportional to y . Thl* would lead to identical

spin irulej>L*na>.-nt ami .spin dependent form factor*, and junt as in QUO, tl«i

spin depcii'lunt potential would be given liy tho Ijaplaclnn of tho spin

indupuiKii*'ii pntentiaK For n spin inilnpnntkint potential of the form V(r)
29,34

This leads to a ^-i^ splitting of about 90 MeV. 2 9

The question of whether the higher terms in the kernel expansion

are suppressed is being examined. The answer is tentatively yes. For

example, in the linear potential model V(r) = a r , the crossed ladder is

suppressed by a factor of a/m relative to the single uncrossed ladder.

For relativistic systems, the Bethe-Salpeter equation could not be

useful in the above way since the kernel contributions could not be delineated.

Several groups ' have assumed that the linear potential is inherent to

all systems and used it with a relativistic wave equation to treat the light

hadrons along with the cc system. These efforts have met with interesting

numerical success but the above arguments made me very uneasy about

this approach. The difference between a relativistic and non relativistic

system is a dynamical difference, not just kinematical. If for example

the cc potential comes from the single dressed ladder term in the kernel,

it would be vury surprising if this same potential had anything to do with

light quark systems.

i r , Die H-wjive apin-spin interaction in found lo be 1/3 a/m V"2
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